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Prologue
Harry’s corner was the intersection between Spring Garden
Road and Dresden Row, right next to the Shoppers Drug Mart.
He jingled his Tim Horton’s cup at the exiting patrons of the
drug store, and they’d shake their heads at him, or pretend he
wasn’t there. He’d wish them a happy day anyway. What went
around came around, and if he gave enough cheer despite the
emptiness of his cup every morning and night, maybe, someday,
God might cut him a break.
The sun had set three hours ago, but Harry decided to stick to his
spot anyway. Sometimes the other fellas came at night and wanted
to stand on his corner, sayin’ they were the night watch, but Harry
held firm. It was his place, and it wasn’t as bad as some of those
other corners in Halifax. Sometimes, especially on Wednesdays,
as the drunken teenagers and university students stumbled back to
Dalhousie campus, they would pat him on the shoulder and stuff
leftover change from their cheap drinks at the Dome into his cup.
Those were good nights.
He waited for that to happen, jingling his cup to keep him
company. Weren’t many folks out that night. Too early for the
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students. But Harry was patient. He had no family to go home
to, or a home to go home to for that matter.
The streets were quiet until Harry spotted three figures walking side by side down Spring Garden. It was dark, and Harry’s eyes
weren’t too good anymore, but he noticed that they wore identical
black robes that hid their faces and their hands. He caught brief
glances of their sandaled feet as they scraped across the sidewalk.
They didn’t look like they had wallets, or pockets, but Harry
shook his cup at them anyway. “Spare some change, misters?”
The men didn’t stop. Like giant birds, they extended their
arms and swept over him, catching him in the fabric of their
robes. Harry held on tightly to his cup and its precious change
as the silk wrapped around him, swallowing him. He tried to
fight his way out.
“What are you doing? What’s going—?”
Harry grunted as something sharp drove into his lower back.
The blade twisted, sending an intense ripple of pain up his right
side. His arms went limp. The change he had worked so hard to
earn clanged once more as it hit the sidewalk and then went silent.
When he tried to cry out, more fabric was stuffed in his mouth. A
pool of his blood formed on the pavement as he was half carried,
half dragged away.
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Chapter One
“Could you tell me what happened?”
Ellie fidgeted in her seat and didn’t look Dr. So in the eye.
Her hair hadn’t been brushed recently, and little blond-brown
pieces rebelled from her scalp and stuck up like she’d been electrocuted. The hour had just started; it was going to be a long session.
“I don’t want to be here.”
The school counsellor didn’t respond. After nearly twenty
years, he was used to the resistance that teens showed toward
expressing their feelings, especially after a traumatic event. It
took time to accept what happened, and in this case, it would
take a lot of work for Ellie Emerson to realize that what happened to Trinity was not her fault. The unconscious—if such
a mechanism did exist—was a powerful force, and hated to see
the conscious mind suffer. He lifted his Citadel High mug, fresh
hot coffee steaming from the top, and let it hover before his lips.
“That’s fine, Ellie. Let’s talk about Trinity. Tell me about her.”
Dr. So knew that it wasn’t the best question he could’ve
asked, but he was determined to accomplish something within
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the hour. Ellie repeatedly clasped and unclasped the fabric
of the couch.
“You knew her,” she grumbled.
“You knew her best,” Dr. So replied.
“Not really.”
“Who knew her better?”
“Probably Zack.”
“Her boyfriend.” Dr. So paused. “But I’m asking about your
relationship with Trinity, not his.”
“What does it matter?” Ellie spat. Her eyes were red from
crying, and her voice wavered with the mention of Trinity’s
name. “She’s …Trinity is…”
Dr. So leaned forward in his chair. This could be it. “Tell
me what happened that night, Ellie.”
Ellie drew in a deep breath through puckered lips, as if sucking in all of the oxygen in the room would stop her from b ursting
into tears again. She bit her trembling lip and began.
“We were finishing up a school project at my mom’s house…”
*
It started to rain just as they were leaving Ellie’s mother’s
house in Lawrencetown. The clouds had threatened to relieve
themselves earlier in the day but instead they hovered over the
greater Halifax area, stretching towards the Eastern Shore. The
longer they waited, the wetter the roads would be, and the longer
it would take to drive Zack and Trinity back to Halifax.
Ellie was pleased with the delay, and planted her feet firmly in
the kitchen. Zack gravitated towards the door, with Trinity not
far behind. That was the way it always was with them. Attached at
the arm, or the hip, or both. Trinity had this classic beauty about
her that had recently become plastic to Ellie. Ever since she started
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dating Zack last year, she started wearing more eye make-up,
especially on the days that she and Zack were going to spend
time with each other after school. Her eyes were a dark blue,
so pure that Ellie used to be jealous of them, back in seventh
grade when they were just starting to become aware of their
bodies. Most people would say that Trinity’s hair was black, but
it was really a burnt coffee brown. Ellie had cut her hair on
a sleepover a few years ago, back when they used to whisper
and giggle about all the cute boys in the class. Now all Trinity
whispered about was Zack, and Ellie knew she kept the details
to herself—something she both appreciated and resented.
“Here’s the list I made of things we have to do tomorrow
before the presentation,” Trinity said, pulling out a folded piece
of loose leaf from her jeans pocket.
She placed it in Zack’s waiting hand. His skin was darker
than Trinity’s—that wasn’t hard—but Ellie knew it was partly
because Zack got a lot of sun, when he went for his run every
morning. Of course, Ellie was never there to see him run, except in gym class, but she knew about it. His arms and his legs
were toned—not too muscled—but perfect, not too intimidating for someone like Ellie who did her one hundred sit-ups and
push-ups every night. She noticed how Trinity’s fingers lingered
and caressed his as Zack opened the note.
“Well, aren’t you a keener,” he said, smiling.
Trinity returned his smile. “I try.”
He bent to kiss her on the forehead. Ellie looked away. Zack
had been so good all night, keeping Trinity at arm’s length,
focusing on the project and enjoying Ellie’s conversation. All
that, ruined with one kiss. She shouldn’t have gotten her hopes
up. She gathered their presentation for tomorrow—a piece of
white Bristol board rolled neatly, thanks to Zack—and opened
the nearby closet door to fetch their coats.
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She stole a glance at them. He was still lost in Trinity’s eyes.
“We’d better get going before this rain gets worse,” she said,
focusing her attention on the car outside.
Zack and Trinity detached themselves. Ellie threw their coats on
the now-bare kitchen table—they could sort that out themselves.
She took her time crossing the room again, drinking up Zack with
her eyes as she passed—his almond eyes, his dark hair, his body, his
cologne hanging in the air wherever he stood—she hoped it lingered long enough for her to bask in it when she got back. Zack
shared a secret smile with Trinity as they zipped up their coats.
Ellie opened the front door and beelined for the car with the
rolled up Bristol board for their English project under their arm.
The car—her mother’s 2010 Toyota Corolla—was unlocked. She
shoved herself into the driver’s seat and threw the Bristol board
and her purse in the back. She regretted her harsh treatment of the
project seconds afterward, and twisted around to arrange it more
neatly before Zack could see.
Zack and Trinity, hand in hand, followed. Trinity made sure
the door was locked, even though Ellie’s mother was upstairs,
reading. Ellie scolded herself for not thinking of that. More
points for Trinity. Ellie noticed how Zack pulled Trinity closer
to him as the raindrops intensified and smothered them. Ellie
felt sick to her stomach.
“Shotgun!” Trinity screamed as she rushed for the front
passenger’s side, her voice going from muffled to loud as she
opened and slammed the door.
“Damn it!” Zack said as he climbed into the backseat.
“Foiled again.”
Yes, foiled again, and again, and again, Ellie thought as she
started the car.
Lawrencetown was about a forty-five minute drive from
Halifax. Usually Ellie didn’t go to her mother’s house during
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the week, but her father was away in Sydney on business for a
few days. She could’ve easily gone to either Zack or Trinity’s,
since they lived in the Quinpool area in Halifax, but Ellie’s mother
was eager to repay Zack and Trinity for all the times they had
hosted Ellie at their houses for supper. That was before they’d
heard about the storm warning.
The rain pelted the windshield like rapid gunfire. Just as the
wipers swept it clean, it was replaced by more splattering blots.
The trees and the road blurred together like an impressionist
painting in the dark. It would be a long ride home, with Trinity
in the front and Zack in the back. She stole glances at him in
the rear-view mirror, and then flicked on the radio.
“Halifax’s streets are slowly emptying due to a string of disappearances of the homeless…”
Ellie turned down the volume. “News. Boring. There’s gotta
be some CDs in this car.”
“Yeah, I didn’t bring my iPod, otherwise I woulda hooked it
up when we got in,” Zack replied.
Trinity dug around in the side pockets of the car and retrieved some of the discs. “We got Metric, Joel Plaskett, and the
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band? I didn’t know you liked country!”
“Pretty sure that’s my mom’s,” Ellie muttered. “Put in Metric,
I guess.”
Trinity slid the Metric CD in its spot, cutting off the news
announcer. So what, the homeless were missing, who cared.
Cleaner streets meant safer streets. The song Empty strummed
softly and provided a momentary distraction from the rain firing
on the windshield.
“Should probably call your ‘rents, Trin,” Zack said.
“Yeah, yeah.” She reached awkwardly into the pockets of
her tight jeans, her hands coming out empty. “Hmm. Must be
in my purse?”
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“It’s back here. You want me to…?”
“Nah, I got it,” Trinity said.
Ellie glanced over as Trinity unbuckled her seatbelt. The little
signal thing on her dashboard started blinking and making warning sounds.
“Hurry up. This rain is making me nervous enough,” Ellie said.
“It’s all right, Ell, I’m fine.”
Trinity reached for her purse on the floor of the backseat.
Even in the darkness of the rear-view mirror, Ellie saw Zack reach
out his hand to Trinity. A small, secret smile that she wasn’t supposed to see crawled across his face. She had no doubt that Trinity
returned it as she squeezed his hand.
Zack saw it first.
“Ellie, watch out!”
Ellie’s eyes snapped from the mirror to the windshield. It
looked like a giant looming monster, with two blaring yellow
headlights for eyes and a roaring bear-like horn; before Ellie had
time to swerve, the mechanical beast crashed headfirst into her.
The impact immediately triggered the driver’s seat airbags. After
the whiplash, the world was a blur as Ellie’s head slammed onto
the steering wheel, knocking her out cold.
*
It would have been easier for them to go to Trinity’s house
to do the project.
“Ellie’s mom…she’s…not the nicest person in the world,”
Trinity warned Zack gently as they waited for Ellie outside the
school. Trinity was wearing her dark blue low-rise jeans and a
v-neck purple and pink t-shirt, covered by her white hoodie
that Zack had bought her last Christmas. The wind tussled her
black hair as she gave him a quick kiss on the cheek.
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“What do you mean?” he asked.
Trinity checked the school entrance to make sure Ellie
wasn’t nearby. “I don’t think she treats Ellie that well.”
“Like…she’s physically abusive?”
“No…that’s not what I mean…” Trinity sighed and crossed
her arms. “You’ll see, maybe.”
Zack drew her into his arms and ran his fingers through her
silky smooth hair. “Ellie would tell you if something was up
though, right?”
“Yeah, I guess.”
He could see Ellie walking down the pathway towards the
cars, where they were standing. She carried three different pieces
of Bristol board rolled into one, a binder overflowing with loose
papers in one hand, not to mention the sagging backpack slung
over one shoulder. As she got closer Zack could see the tiny
beads of sweat forming on her forehead, but Ellie’s face was
set with determination. Trinity broke free from him and ran
towards Ellie.
“Here, let me take that,” she said, and before Ellie could protest, Trinity took the heavy binder into her arms. “Jeesh. What
do you have in here?”
“Extra homework. I’ve decided to do that optional chemistry project, for bonus points. Just in case I didn’t do as well
as I thought on the midterm.” Ellie smiled as she approached
Zack. “Hey.”
“Hi,” he replied, and offered to take the Bristol board from
her. She seemed extremely relieved at this, even though it was
the lightest thing she was carrying.
After stuffing their bags into Ellie’s mother’s car, they headed
out of the city to Lawrancetown. Trinity had called shotgun so
he was feeling lonely in the backseat. The girls chatted away
in the front about girl things. Trinity occasionally stuck her
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hand back, and he gave it a squeeze to reassure her that he was
still there. It took them a little longer than usual to get out of
the city because it was the beginning of rush hour, and both
bridges were starting to be backed up.
“You sure we shouldn’t go to my house?” he asked Ellie,
leaning forward as much as his seatbelt would allow.
She glanced at him in the rear-view mirror. She had a cheery
look on her face, and didn’t seem to mind the slow movement
of the traffic. “My mom says she’ll cook dinner. I know it’s kind
of a long way, but you guys can always stay the night if you have
to and I can drive us to school in the morning.”
Zack had to suppress a smile. The idea of spending the night
with Trinity was too tempting. They had already agreed to save
themselves until after graduation, which was at least two months
away, but there had been a couple of times that they’d been so
close to forgetting that promise. No. Zack slowly leaned back
as he banished those wonderful feelings and thoughts from his
mind. Not at Ellie’s house. That would just be…weird.
“Maybe on the weekend we could do that,” Trinity suggested. She was probably thinking the same thing he was, hell, maybe
she was even getting turned on by it. This excited him. He spent
the rest of the trip with his hands over the front of his jeans, hoping that Ellie’s view in the rear-view mirror wasn’t on his crotch.
Ellie’s mother—Ms. Beverly Emerson—had made dinner, but
only the salad. She had ordered two large pizzas, which were keeping warm in the oven. She greeted Zack and Trinity warmly,
as Ellie rushed downstairs to dump things in her bedroom.
Beverly Emerson was dolled up in large clip-on earrings and
lipstick too red for her complexion, but she seemed very interested in what he and Trinity were planning for their future.
“We’ve both been accepted to Dalhousie,” Trinity told her
with a polite smile. Zack squeezed her hand and felt a hint of
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pride. They were going to share their entire lives together, he
knew it. This was only the beginning for them.
“I would like for Ellie to go to Dalhousie, but she’s applied
for Acadia and that other university. In Antigonish. What’s it
called…?”
“Saint F.X.,” Zack supplied.
“Yes, that.” Beverly shook her head. “She just wants to get
away from me, I know it.”
Ellie thumped up the stairs with the Bristol board in hand as
Trinity shook her head, and said in her politest voice, “I’m sure
she’ll miss you if she does.”
“Hmmph.” Beverly acknowledged her daughter with a curt
hello and gestured to the oven. “Whenever you’re ready to eat,
honey, there’s pizza in there.”
“You told us that twice,” Ellie muttered.
Beverly seemed to ignore Ellie’s comment and instead flashed
another smile at Trinity and Zack. “I’ll be upstairs in my study
if you need me. Just save some pizza for me.”
After she left the kitchen, Ellie unfurled the Bristol board on
the kitchen table like a giant map. “Sorry about my Mom, she’s
kinda weird,” Ellie said with a half-smile to Zack.
He shrugged and thought about what Trinity had told him
earlier. Under the table, Trinity put her hand on his leg. He patted
her hand gently, but here was not a good place to get a boner.
“She’s all right.”
“That’s ‘cause you’re a cute guy with a bright future,” Ellie
replied as she fetched three plates from the cupboard above
the stove.
Zack grinned. “Well, you gotta appreciate a woman who can
recognize—”
Trinity smacked him hard in the arm, with a look of pretend
horror on her face. “Zackary Sato!”
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“Yeah? What?”
Ellie’s cheeks flushed a deep red, and she quickly changed
the subject. “Anyone hungry?”
After scarfing down their pizza, they put their greasy fingers to
work on their English project. They had to choose one of the three
Shakespeare plays they’d sped through that semester and make a
newspaper article about one of the events that happened in the
story. Both Ellie and Trinity had desperately wanted to do Romeo
and Juliet, and even though Zack was leaning towards Hamlet,
he let the ladies win and racked his brain for Shakespeare-esque
wordplay. They had already written up the article a few days ago in
class, and now they had to assemble it on the Bristol board.
Ellie measured and cut out light brown pieces of brown
Bristol board to give the illusion of old newspaper while Trinity
wrote out the article in large letters on the cutouts. Zack had
drawn the scene where Romeo slays Tybalt, which was what
the article was about. He mounted it on one of the cut outs and
pasted it in the middle of the board.
“So who wants to read the article tomorrow?” Ellie asked,
breaking a long silence.
Zack shrugged. “If you guys don’t want to, I will.”
The corners of Trinity’s lips lifted in a silent thank you. She
didn’t like public speaking.
“Okay,” Ellie said, fixing her hair behind her ears. “I’ll introduce the project and talk about why we chose Romeo and
Juliet, blah blah blah, and you can read the article.”
“Sounds good.”
“And I’ll be Vana White,” Trinity said, leaping up and curtsying to Zack with a devilish look in her eye.
Zack pictured Trinity in a revealing sparkling dress—no, no,
stop that. He glanced at Ellie instead and made a joke about
how wrong it would be for him to be Vana White. That brought
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a genuine smile to her face and Trinity’s hand returned dangerously close to his crotch.
It only took about three hours for them to finish. By then, it
was getting dark and the rain clouds were coming in. Zack rolled
the project up and placed it near the front door.
“We should probably be getting home soon. What with the
drive and these nasty looking clouds,” Zack said, looking out
the front window.
“Yeah…soon,” Ellie agreed slowly.
They stayed in the kitchen for another twenty minutes or so,
cleaning up their mess. Zack grabbed another slice of pizza and
Trinity squeezed his ass when Ellie wasn’t looking. What had
gotten into her tonight? He had to be careful. He was starting
to like it. But if he liked it too much…
The rain came, pelting on the windows, and that’s when
Zack was ready to go. They might have time for a quick makeout session in his basement, but only if they left in the next few
minutes. Otherwise it would be getting too late.
While Ellie had her back turned to gather their coats from the
closet, he and Trinity stole a moment of alone time. She was
practically ready to jump him and he could barely deny her.
Her full, delicious lips brushed against his ear.
“Come stay at my house tonight,” she whispered.
Her words washed over him like cold water after a hot shower.
“Your parents would kill me.”
“Not if we wake up earlier than them. My mom’s so busy with—”
“We’d better go before the rain gets worse,” Ellie said.
Zack snapped out of Trinity’s eyes as Ellie marched for the
door. Had she heard them? Not that it really mattered.Trinity
probably told Ellie lots of things, being her best friend and
all…but Zack couldn’t help but feel awkward as he watched
Ellie dive into the car, rain plastering her hair to her face.
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The time between that moment and the moment of the accident was blurry and on fast-forward. He remembered Trinity’s
deep blue eyes gazing into his as he squeezed her hand—her
touch was warm and soft. And then, the headlights, searing into
his eyes so fiercely that he had to look away from his beautiful
girlfriend. He had only a split second to shout a warning to Ellie,
who was watching him in the rear-view mirror.
“Ellie, watch out!”
Zack’s body slammed against the back seat so hard that all
of the air was pushed out of his lungs. His seatbelt held him
firmly in place. He sucked in the air greedily, his chest aching,
and opened his eyes.
The airbag activated on Trinity’s side, but she wasn’t there to
feel the impact. Caught in an awkward position between the
front and back seats, she smashed through the back windshield,
flew ten feet in the air and landed head first onto the cold, wet
pavement.
In that first moment, all he felt was shock. One second,
Trinity was here, holding his hand, and the next…she was zipping by him, with no way for him to save her. With trembling
hands, Zack unbuckled his seatbelt. Ellie’s forehead was on the
steering wheel. Out cold. Trinity’s cell phone stuck out of her
purse like a beacon. Zack grabbed it and dialled 911. It rang
two or three times before someone answered. Wasn’t someone
supposed to answer immediately? He kicked open the passenger door with both feet and tumbled out into the rain.
“This is 911 emergency. How can I assist you?”
“Please…help.” Zack had to shout over the rain. He squinted. The front of the truck that had smashed into Ellie’s car was
completely wrecked. It was dark and the rain blinded him but
he didn’t see any sign of the driver. He gave a choppy description of their location and what had happened, but his mind was on
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Trinity. Her body was about ten feet away. The wind howled
and prevented him from going too far too fast. The woman from
911’s voice disappeared after a while, and Zack dropped the cell
phone in favour of using hands to crawl along the pavement to
reach Trinity. He barely felt the tiny rocks that embedded in his
bleeding hands and knees. He was so very tired. Each step was
more awkward than the last, and he felt his hearing leave him as
darkness started to settle in.
Blood and something not-blood poured from a wound on
Trinity’s head, but all Zack could do was collapse beside her.
She stared vacantly passed him. He felt a sob well up in his
throat but there seemed to be too much water everywhere
already. The last things he remembered were blue and red flashing lights and men in light blue jumpers running for him. Save
her, he thought he said, but what he really wanted to say was
let me die too.
*
Fuck it was raining hard. The wipers were beating the windshield at maximum speed but Jasper couldn’t see shit. He
shouldn’t have agreed to do the run. One of the other brethren
could’ve done it easy enough. Easier even. Now he was stuck out
in the middle of the highway in this giant truck that Edmund
had rented for him, just for a pitiful pile of human remains.
Why couldn’t they have just left them in the cave? It wasn’t like
anyone else knew about that place, right?
Jasper put more pressure on the gas pedal, and hydroplaned
for a moment before regaining control. He had to get this job
done as fast as possible. Just being on this road alone gave him
the creeps.
Through the rain he saw a pair of blurry headlights. He
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floored it. That could be the cops, on patrol. He wasn’t going
that fast. Sixty, seventy, maybe? Nope, over a hundred.
He was about to break when he hit another puddle and the
wheels spun out of control. The headlights were bigger now but
he was close enough to see it wasn’t a cop car. The car smashed
head-on into the front of the truck. The bottom of the steering
wheel dug into Jasper’s beer gut; that and his tight seat belt kept
him from going anywhere.
At first he didn’t know what to do. Get the ashes? They were in
the dash. He had cargo in the back: boxes stuffed with packing
material, decoys in case he got stopped by the police. He hastily
unbuckled his seatbelt and reached for the dash. His hands were
shaking, and cold. He climbed over the seat and retrieved the
wooden box. The whole thing was designed to be biodegradable. Opening the passenger door, he climbed out of the truck
with the box tucked under his arm.
Unfortunately, the box hadn’t been properly sealed. Upon hitting the ground, the ashes—which the brethren had painstakingly
burned and ground into a fine powder—blew up in his face and
all over the road. He spit and wiped his eyes, the box clattering to
the pavement.
Oh fuck.
Someone was lying on the pavement some feet away, a girl he
thought. The driver, also a girl, was unconscious at the wheel.
Someone—a guy—was climbing out of the back. He dashed
for the ditch and slid in, his pants caking with mud.
Fuck this was bad. Screw the ashes. Rain could take care of
them poor souls. Edmund wouldn’t he happy about that, but he
was getting the fuck out of there. Jasper thought he could hear
sirens in the distance as he fled into the trees.
*
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Ellie didn’t remember becoming conscious again, but she
did remember leaning against Zack’s wet t-shirt. He was holding an ice pack to her forehead. They were sitting side by side
on some sort of bench, and Ellie felt motion around her, as if
they were moving at top speed.
“What…?” But before she could get the question out, the
scene came back to her in hazy, half-remembered images. Lights.
Rain. Crash. Blinding pain in her forehead.
“You all right?”
It wasn’t Zack’s voice. It was a paramedic, sitting across from
them. He was a middle aged man with black hair, which was
plastered to his skull from the rain. They were in the back of
an ambulance, Ellie realized. It was dim, with most of the lighting coming from the back door windows. There was only one
person missing from the vehicle.
“Where’s Trinity?” she managed to say.
Zack averted his eyes, and Ellie realized his face was puffed
up, as if he had been crying.
“Your friend is in the other ambulance. Everything is going to be all right,” the paramedic assured her. “You have a
concussion—”
“Other ambulance?” Ellie interrupted. If she wasn’t with
them in this ambulance, wouldn’t that mean she needed more
intensive care?
Oh no. No…she couldn’t bear to think it. Was Trinity…dead?
“What happened to her?” she demanded.
“We’re going to get her to the hospital,” the paramedic replied. “I know it’s difficult, but—”
“Zack. What happened to her?”
He didn’t say anything. He was far away, and Ellie couldn’t
reach him. Was he ignoring her on purpose? She was the driver.
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That meant it was her fault. The thought struck sharply in her
gut and hurt almost as much as her throbbing head.
But the truck slammed into them. That didn’t make it Ellie’s
fault…right? And the car! Her mother was going to kill her.
If Trinity was dead, or worse, a vegetable because of her, it
wouldn’t matter anyway. She’d never forgive herself. Zack would
never forgive her either.
*
“Thank you, Ellie,” Dr. So said. “Our session is up. You
made real progress today.”
Ellie jumped to her feet, avoiding the counsellor’s eye and
heading directly for the door. Progress? No, there was no progress. She’d just relived the moment that destroyed her life.
Trinity’s life. Ellie had no one to blame but herself.
And Zack.
Her stomach knotted as she threw open the counsellor’s door,
and slammed it shut again.
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Hey! I’m Clare. I’m the author of the book you’re
reading.
I hope you liked the first chapter!
Did you know you could read more...for free?
Yeah!
Start reading the next two chapters right now.
Or, if you’re already dying to collect the entire book,
the best way to support me is to buy the book directly
from my website. You can also get it from your favourite
book seller, but if you buy the print book, I will sign it
for you! :)
Happy reading!

~Clare
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